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US Investment Grade Corps: Unbridled Enthusiasm
By Shankar Ramakrishnan
The US high-grade primary market had another blockbuster week when a number of new
records were set for size, spread progression and book coverage in a bond issuance frenzy
that seems to show no signs of stopping in the near term.

Demand was just overwhelming for Ford's bonds which were tightened some 100-137.5bp
through book build and final order books totaled $37.1bln with some $14bln going in for the
3yr tranche and a massive $10bln in orders for the $1bln 10yr tranche.

Ex-SSA issuance for the week closed with a mammoth $68.70bln in ex-SSA issuance, after
Friday's $9.25bln when Ford Motor and Bank of NY Mellon decided to give a massive boost
to an already overwhelming volume tally. The $68.7bln number makes it the third busiest exSSA issuance week of the year and the fourth busiest week on record. It also brought ex-SSA
issuance for the month to $173.6bln ranking number two in 2020, and number four on the
all-time monthly issuance list. Year-to-date, 2020 issuance is running 67.4% ahead of last
year's pace.

“This is all further proof of how investors are jumping all over these bonds and how the Fed
backstop is causing a credit frenzy," said one senior syndicate banker.

Ford Motor's $8bln trade, though rated high-yield by two of three rating agencies but still
sold off the high-grade desks, attracted the most attention for its potential for a massive
yield pickup. The debt offering was the company's first since losing its investment grade
rating in late March.

Part of the exuberance is being driven by expectations that authorities are slowly getting a
grip on the coronavirus in terms of moving closer to a vaccine or even medicines that would
ensure fatalities are not as high as they have been. There are definitely more suggestions of
how life could be returned to normal after extensive lock downs which is also encouraging
many to see light at the end of what has been a long tunnel. Earnings season has not
revealed worse than expected results as well and on top of all that is the Fed backstop,
which some say has not been exercised yet.

On April 13, Ford, hard-hit by the coronavirus-caused crisis, hinted at debt issuance in its
preliminary first-quarter 2020 results. “We continue to opportunistically assess all funding
options to further strengthen our balance sheet and increase liquidity to optimize our
financial flexibility," said Tim Stone, Ford's CFO. “We also are identifying additional operating
actions to enhance our cash position.“
As of April 9, the company had about $30bln in cash on its balance sheet, including $15.4bln
of proceeds from borrowings last month against two existing credit lines. Ford's first-quarter
vehicle wholesales were down 21% from a year ago, largely as a result of lower production
and demand related to the coronavirus.

It is in some sense unreal how active the high-grade bond market has been in the last few
weeks. Earlier last week, the market went through a slight hiccup, if you could call it that,
when book coverage was modest and spread progression through book build was not as
much but then it bounced back more strongly a day later.

As long as broader markets are still reflecting this optimism, there is little chance of the highgrade primary issuance mill taking any sort of break in the near term so expect to see more
seriously heavy volume weeks like this one. Bankers are seeing, on average, $40bln in
issuance next week.
And here's leaving the readers with an interesting analyst comment:

"As we marvel as stocks claw back more than half of March's losses with a bull market now
Ford currently expects to report revenue of about $34bln and first-quarter adjusted earnings well ensconced, we cannot help put ponder who didn't get the memo that the global
before interest and taxes of about negative $0.6bln, which excludes about $0.3bln of economy is in the midst of a historic recession. This divergence is much more than simply an
special-item charges. 1Q results are expected on April 28. The massive trade on Friday oddity to fuel click bait subject lines, but rather a reflection of the competing macro
should go a long way in giving the company the required liquidity to withstand the current narratives evident throughout financial markets," said Ian Lyngen, analyst at BMO Securities.
crisis.
Back to Index Page
This is an excerpt from Monday’s Informa Finale. For the full report, web subscribers can click HERE
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The EUR Week - Bias is Neutral-Bearish
By Rachel Bex, Senior FX Analyst

continued page 5
Back to Index Page
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The EUR Week – cont’d
Expected EUR/USD trading range: 1.0650-1.0950
Eur/Usd traded under pressure for much of last week as risk aversion continued to drive
demand for dollars, and while bright spots emerged on Friday on reports that a drug trial is
going well and Trump outlining his plan to reopen the domestic US economy, we suspect
selling Eur/Usd strength will persist while below 1.1000.
This week, focus will turn to potential risk of a "second wave" of the coronavirus outbreak
as certain economies start to gradually reopen. Germany allowed shops of up to 800
square meters to reopen yesterday, while the country expects schools to gradually reopen
from May 4.

Flow-wise, leverage accounts have been seen initiating short positions in early week trade
between 1.0860-80 in view of sells tops layered below 1.0850.
Technical studies also suggest the underlying bearish trend remains intact, with immediate
focus on 1.0769. A move over 1.0911 would alleviate some near-term pressure:
• Despite recent attempts to stabilise, the wider decline off March's 1.1495 peak remains
intact
• Immediate focus is on 1.0769, below which will open the way for a return to the March
1.0636 low
• Over 1.0911 (16 Apr high) relieves and opens 1.0991/1.1050 (15 Apr high/200DMA) beyond which stabilises

Second round of EU-UK BREXIT talks start today, while EU leaders hold a teleconference
(Thursday) to try and agree on a response to the coronavirus impact. The divide is clearly
between the 'peripheral' south wanting to share the burden, and the 'core' northerners
who do not.
April confidence is also due out of Europe this week - ZEW (Tuesday) is followed by EMU
consumer confidence and French business confidence (Wednesday) plus April provisional
PMIs and May German consumer confidence (Thursday), the German Ifo (Friday). All are
expected to fall further.
From the US, initial jobless claims (Thursday) will remain the focus, while March provisional
durable goods orders (Friday) will serve to highlight the hit investment is taking. April
provisional PMIs will also receive attention (Thursday) - significant falls to record lows are
forecast. Final April Michigan sentiment (Friday) is forecast to shave a few more points off
the last outturn. Existing (Tuesday) and new (Thursday) home sales are seen significantly
lower in March.
Otherwise, a large 1.0990 EUR/USD expiry rolling off today is arguably off the radar, but
nonetheless, almost two yards rolling off there suggests a strong intraday cap is in place.
Buy stops are also placed above 1.0900 strikes rolling off Wed/Thu.
Back to Index Page
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Euro Corp Comment: Pricing Power Shifting Back to Issuers?
By Matthew Barrett, Senior Analyst
Corporate supply slowed considerably in the latest week as a European holiday (Easter
Monday) and earnings enforced blackout periods stymied supply, but there were signs that
pricing power was shifting back to issuers following the turbulent period in late March amid
the COVID-19 outbreak.

The non-ECB eligible two-part trade from Honda offered larger premiums of 10-17.5bps
with the average across the 7 trades this week standing at -3.21bps. That marks the lowest
since the w/e 24-Jan and the average 37.72bps paid by corporates in the previous four
weeks when investors were demanding more amid the volatile broader market tone.

Just four IG corporates came to market this week, in the form of La Poste, Givaudan,
American Honda and Telstra. The quartet raised a combined EUR4.8bn via seven tranches
which was down from EUR17.3bn (26 deals) the prior week and the lowest weekly haul in a
month.

That suggests that pricing power is perhaps returning to issuers and we are getting back
closer to what the market was functioning like at the start of the year before the
coronavirus pandemic, albeit with added ECB support and higher (but reducing) yields.

Whilst supply slowed it was evident that investors have plenty of cash to put to work with
demand for this week's trades coming in at a blowout EUR34.8bn. That is made even more
impressive when taking into account it doesn't include the demand for American Honda's
EUR1.5bn two-part issue where no book sizes were communicated due to it being SECregistered.
The average cover ratio across the deals where books were communicated came in at an
eye-catching 11.54x, which was comfortably the largest average YTD.
Telstra's EUR500m no grow 10yr could have been sold 10x over but standing out was
Givaudan whose M&A-driven EUR1bn 7-/12-yr two-part attracted huge combined demand
of over EUR15.9bn (18bn+ peak) as a combination of ECB-eligibility, no grow size, and
scarcity value due to it being a rare issuer from a niche sector all helped to drive orders.
That demand came despite Givaudan appearing to trade an eye-catching 15bps and 30bps
through the borrower's existing fledgling curve after it ramped in pricing 60-70bps from
IPTs.
Givaudan wasn't the only borrower to secure economic funding. LA Poste and Telstra issued
respective 6.5yr and 10yr paper with negative NICs too (see table overleaf for full details).
Back to Index Page
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Euro Corp Comment – cont’d
Deals ramp tighter in secondary

Prospects for the week ahead

Despite the majority of this week's trades landing through fair value, they have also gone on
to perform very well post-pricing as investors which missed out during the allocation
process continue to chase paper in secondary.

With the pool of corporates that could hit the market shrunk by earnings enforced blackout
periods, supply this week is expected to remain measured.

As shown by our performance tracker (below), each of the seven tranches to price were bid
considerably inside re-offer. Standing out is the longer Oct 2024 line of American Honda's
two-parter which is bid 41bps tighter than its landing spread and now 23.5bps inside where
leads were pitching fair value.

That said, the blowout reception for last week's trades may encourage those that are not in
blackout periods to bring new deals.

Summary of last week’s EUR supply

Date

Issuer

Size (EUR m) Maturity

IPTs/Initial
guidance

Re-offer

IPT to Pricing NIC (bp)
Differential
(bp)

Books
(EURbn)

Final
Cover
Ratio (X)

Peak
Books
(EURbn)

14-Apr

La Poste

650

21-Oct-26

m/s+145a

m/s+90

55

-2

5.7

8.77

5.7

14-Apr

La Poste

1150

21-Apr-32

m/s+180a

m/s+135

45

7

8.2

7.13

8.2

15-Apr

Givaudan Finance Europe B.V

500

22-Apr-27

m/s+185a

m/s+125

60

-15

7

14

7.5

15-Apr

Givaudan Finance Europe B.V

500

22-Apr-32

m/s+235-240

m/s+165

70

-30

8.9

17.8

10.5

15-Apr

American Honda Finance Corp

500

20-Apr-22

m/s+230a

m/s+190

40

10

SEC

SEC

SEC

15-Apr

American Honda Finance Corp

1000

18-Oct-24

m/s+270a

m/s+225

45

17.5

SEC

SEC

SEC

16-Apr

Telstra Corporation Limited

500

23-Apr-30

m/s+170-175

m/s+115

55

-10

5

10

7
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EM Debt Split Risk as High Yield Issuers Remain Locked Out of
Primary
By Natalie Rivett, Senior EM Analyst
Primary credit markets are functioning again thanks to huge technical support from the global
central banks of late. In fact, for some parts of the credit market, to say there has been a return to
business as usual would be an understatement. According to our data, USD-denominated issuance
out of the US high grade market has tallied more than USD100bn so far for April, taking the number
for the year to more than USD480bn, while a blowout EUR193bn of euro paper printed in the threeweeks leading up to the Easter break.
High yield US names have also started to emerge amid calmer market conditions, but elsewhere the
freeze has continued for those below BBB-, with the highly volatile market environment of recent
months having led to a massive widening in EM credit spreads, with the cost of funding increasing to
reflect the higher risk to EM economies and finances caused by the relentless spread of COVID-19.
According to our records, of the USD186bn of USD-denominated debt that has been issued across
the globe in April so far, around 95% of this has been via investment grade rated names. The EM
region has contributed a little over USD30bn to this IG total, primarily from CEEMEA, where
USD17bn has been raised, compared to just over USD100bn from the US and over USD40bn from
Europe (see following dashboard).
EM Eurobond issuance so far limited to IG names as investors seek quality with decent premiums
Issuance out of CEEMEA over the past few weeks has been courtesy of Slovenia, Latvia and Israel which are not on most dedicated EM investor radars - plus, Qatar and Abu Dhabi. Russia's Gazprom
was also in the market with a EUR1bn 5-year bond, the first corporate debt offering out of the
region. At the time of writing (Wednesday 15th April) Saudi Arabia has also hit the screens with a
triple tranche Dollar deal.

Qatar and Abu Dhabi both achieved order books of USD44bn each for their triple-tranche
offerings of a combined USD10bn and USD7bn, respectively, and with average concessions of
35bp and 40bp, according to our calculations.
However, these deals attracted strong demand from an investor base that is keen to obtain
quality bonds with a decent spread pick-up, as has been the case with US high-grade issuance.
According to our calculations, based on fair value where applicable, new issuance premiums for
USD-denominated debt from IG issuers across all regions have risen sharply in recent months,
averaging 33 in April and 28 in March. Bonds were pricing very close to fair value in the first two
months of the year, with NICs averaging less than 5bp (see following dashboard).
Away from the CEEMEA region, Indonesia was also active, the first sovereign issuance out of
Emerging Asia for more than two months, but ultimately, USD-denominated supply has yet to
take off. Meanwhile, Latin America's primary has been particularly slow to reopen; there has been
only one other issuer from this region since the Republic of Panama's USD2.5bn trade back on
26th March, another IG name.
It remains to be seen if the calmer market conditions of late will inspire some confidence in subIG names, but as things stand, there is the risk of a growing split in Emerging Markets, between
those than can access the Eurobond market and those that cannot.

continued page 9

Slovenia and Latvia visited the market for Euros, the former twice over the past three weeks with a
combination of new issuance and re-openings of existing lines, while Israel, Qatar and Abu Dhabi
focused on Dollars. Israel's offering even included the region's first ever century bond.

Back to Index Page
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EM Debt - cont’d
Debt sustainability concerns mount for poorest EMs as Dollar funding has become more expensive
The US Dollar has surged as investors everywhere ran for safety, making Dollar debts more
expensive. As the above dashboard shows, the average yield for EM USD-denominated debt (per
the Bloomberg Barclays EM USD Aggregate Average OAS) is at highs since 2009, buoyed above 6%,
(albeit, topped 7% last month) and rather understandably, the popular long duration EM USD bond
trade has lost its appeal this year. To this, we note the Bloomberg Barclays EM USD Aggregate Total
Return Index has lost a little over 8% ytd, the worst performance since 2008, following gains of ca.
13% in 2019.
Concerns have been mounting about the debt sustainability of many lower income countries that
borrowed heavily in the years after the 2008 global financial crisis. IMF Head Georgieva recently
warned that with countries being hit simultaneously by falling domestic demand, a drop in
exports, capital flight and a collapse in commodity prices, even a conservative estimate puts the
financing needs of distressed EMs at USD2.5tn and it is impossible for them to come up with the
money themselves. She concluded that more requests for assistance are, therefore, inevitable.
The bonds of Emerging Market nations are entering distressed territory at an alarming rate as the
firmer Dollar raises the prospect of government defaults. Bloomberg highlighted in March that
fifteen nations with more than USD100bn of Eurobonds outstanding - the majority of which were
African countries - had average spreads of at least 1,000bp over USTs, widely considered to be
the threshold for debt to be classed as distressed. That did not include Lebanon, which defaulted
in March and Argentina, which is holding restructuring talks with bondholders.
At the beginning of the year, only Lebanon, Argentina, Zambia and Suriname had spreads of
1,000bp, before fears over the coronavirus and the crash in oil prices shook global financial
markets and sent US Dollar-denominated debt spiralling.
continued page 10
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EM Debt - cont’d
IMF approves debt relief for 25 poorest countries, more relief on the way

But will this be enough to spur high-yield issuance anytime soon?

On 13th April, the IMF approved immediate debt relief to 25 of its most impoverished member
countries under its revamped Catastrophe Containment and Relief Trust (CCRT) as part of the
Fund's response to help address the coronavirus pandemic. USD500mn is available to cover
countries' debt service payments to the Fund for the next 6-months, including the recent
USD185mn pledged by the UK and USD100mn provided by Japan. The IMF is pushing donor
countries to more than double the amount available so it can extend the debt relief for a full two
years.

This is all potentially supportive for EM and particularly African credit in H2, with a large number
of countries from Africa said to be eligible to be covered by the G20 debt moratorium.

The list of countries eligible include 19 from the African continent, Afghanistan, Haiti, Nepal,
Solomon Islands, Tajikistan and Yemen. Most of these nations have no exposure to the public
bond markets, but a few names - Rwanda, Tajikistan and Mozambique - have raised capital on the
international debt market in the past.
Meanwhile, Ghana, one of several African nations with an average bond spread over US
Treasuries of more than 1,000bp, has received the green light from the IMF for USD1bn in
emergency funding. Senegal has also received approval for USD442mn.
More relief also appears on the way, with reports suggesting the G20 will offer lower income
countries a moratorium on bilateral government loan repayments as part of a plan to tackle the
coronavirus pandemic and stave off an EM debt crisis, ahead of a Finance Ministers meeting this
week. The plan would see a freeze on sovereign debt repayments at least until the end of the
year, possibly through to 2021, in line with an appeal last month from the IMF and World Bank.
The G7 has already issued a statement to say it will support an initiative to suspend debt
repayments for the world's poorest countries, so long as it is taken up by the wider G20.
This all follows recent remarks from the World Bank of a "huge willingness" on the part of official
bilateral creditors to suspend debt payments from the world's poorest countries so they can focus
on fighting the coronavirus pandemic.
Previously, China - the biggest bilateral lender to International Development Association lending appeared reluctant to change its approach to debt relief on a bespoke basis rather than as part of
any coordinated effort. Its Foreign Ministry said recently that it was willing to talk to low-income
countries individually about their debt challenges. That stance may well have changed ahead of
this week's meetings.
Back to Index Page

A look at the EPFR-tracked data shows a return to net inflows for EM Bond Funds with a HY
mandate in the last couple of weeks. This in turn aided a moderation in net outflows on a year-todate cumulative basis to less than 4%, and compares to deeper net outflows of almost 11% for IG
mandated Bond Funds on a year-to-date cumulative basis (see dashboard above). Investors are
perhaps starting to see some value in the High Yield EM bond asset class once again, after the
notable sell-off.
Yet, with African Eurobond spreads on average around the 1,000bp mark, it is still difficult to
envision a sovereign from that region soon feeling comfortable enough to be able to access the
primary market. Even for South Africa, where bond spreads are averaging less than this, any
Eurobond issuance would still come at a cost the government would likely be unwilling to
stomach given the country's weak fundamentals.
The issue of debt repayment suspensions and even write-offs is likely to become a growing theme
for EM investors to consider.
It is also worth noting that whilst the G20 and multilaterals such as the IMF and World Bank are
willing to offer debt relief, the situation becomes a lot more complicated if asking private
creditors to offer payment default for the poorest and most vulnerable countries significantly
affected by COVID-19.

NB: data and charts correct as of Wednesday 15th April, when this report was published.
The G20 has since agreed to a moratorium on debt payments from 1st May to year-end for
the world's poorest countries.
The IMF is also now set to provide USD11bn to 32 Sub-Saharan African countries that have
requested assistance in fighting the coronavirus pandemic.
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China Insight: PBOC Makes Consistent Efforts to Lower
Funding Costs
By Tim Cheung, Head of China, Riki Zhang EM Analyst
PBOC on 15 April injected CNY100bn of liquidity into the banking system via the 1-year
medium-term lending facility (MLF) at a rate of 2.95%, 20bp lower than the previous
operation conducted in mid-March. This move was regarded as a partial rollover of the
CNY200bn MLF which fell due on 17 April. On top of this MLF injection, the first batch of
50bp targeted RRR cut also came into effect on the same day, releasing another CNY200bn
into the interbank market. Post the withdrawal as a result of the MLF falling due on 17
April, last week saw a net increase in liquidity by CNY100bln.

Doubtless, a 20bp cut in the MLF rate was a bit unexpectedly aggressive. However, a partial
rather than total rollover of the CNY200bn MLF falling due on 17 April reflected PBOC's
unwillingness to allow the system to be equipped with too much liquidity.

In the interbank market, funding costs have been trending downward further since the 1year MLF liquidity injection at a lower rate was announced. Year-to-date, the PBOC has cut
the 7-day reverse repo rate and MLF rate by 30bp (chart 1). However, in the same period,
interbank 7-day repo rate and SHIBOR in the same tenor have fallen by 140bp and 110bp
respectively. Given the pressing need for a recovery of the economy which has already
been badly hurt by the COVID-19 outbreak, PBOC has been working very hard to bring the
funding costs lower. For the sake of the economy, PBOC has to reduce the borrowing costs
not only for business entities and individuals, but also for the central government which, in
order to support the growth, has already decided to have a substantial increase in
infrastructure investment via debt financing. Chart 2 shows just in Q1 government bond
and government-guaranteed bond issuances have increased 65% y/y and 246% y/y
respectively.

Back to Index Page
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China Insight – cont’d

With regards to the yield curve, what we have seen recently is a continued steepening
running from 1-year to the very long end (chart 3). In the CGB sector, 1-year and 10-year
yields since the beginning of the year have come off by 110bp and 65bp respectively.
PBOC's consistent efforts to bring the key financial market interest rates downwards,
combined with the expectations of increased supply of long-term government debt as a
result of expanding government fiscal spending, continues to attract market participants to
move down along the yield curve to the front end. Probably, it is hard for this trend to
reverse till the government officially announces the time schedule of the planned special
government bond issuance.

Back to Index Page
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Know The Flows: Fund Flows Search For New Normal in
Mid-April
By Cameron Brandt, Director, Research
After several weeks of massive swings and multiple outflow records, the latest flow data for EPFRtracked funds was notable for its lack of obvious red flags. Indeed, one of the few flow records set
during the second week of April was a new inflow mark for High Yield Bond Funds, something
usually associated with robust risk appetite. Equity, Bond, Money Market, Balanced and
Alternative Funds all took in solid amounts of fresh money and flows into Equity Funds with
socially responsible (SRI) or environmental, social and governance (ESG) mandates rebounded to
levels last seen in late February.
The key driver behind these inflows is the hope that recent numbers for the COVID-19 pandemic
indicate the infection rate is at – or close to – peaking in several major markets including the US.
Behind the benign looking headline numbers, however, were data points that suggest the market
turmoil triggered by the pandemic is far from over. Perhaps the most striking is the level of recent
flows into Leveraged Bear Funds and ETFs which magnify bets that markets for a variety of asset
classes will fall.

Overall, EPFR-tracked Equity Funds chalked up a collective inflow of $10.7 billion during the
second week of April. Alternative Funds absorbed $2.3 billion, Balanced Funds $4.1 billion, Bond
Funds $14.6 billion – their first weekly inflow since the fourth week of February – and Money
Market Funds $52.6 billion.
At the single country and asset class fund levels, Municipal and Total Return Bond Funds both saw
their longest outflow streaks since 4Q18 come to an end, but Mortgage Backed Bond Funds
extended their longest run of redemptions since 4Q17 and investors pulled money out of Inflation
Protected Bond Funds for the sixth straight week. Outflows from Brazil Equity Funds hit a 44-week
high, flows into Korea Bond Funds climbed to a 115-week high and Australia Equity Funds posted
inflows for the sixth consecutive week.

Back to Index Page

For further information on EPFR, please click HERE
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BTP 10yr Yield – 1.982/2.107 Gap Closure Targets 2.304
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Corrected sharply from 2.992 (18 March spike high) to reach 1.191 (27 March low), before
steadily recovering

•

Improving studies/recent Golden Cross suggest further gains targeting closure of the
1.982/2.107 gap

•

Above would expose 2.304/2.567 (61.8% & 76.4% retracement of 2.992/1.191 fall), which
guards the 2.992 spike high

•

Only below 1.546 (9 April low) then 1.437 (31 March low) would caution and suggest
extended ranging over 1.191

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Watch for 1.982/2.107 gap closure to signal further yield recovery targeting 2.304/2.567. Stop
under 1.546 and consider reversing on a break under 1.437

Back to Index Page

R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

2.992
2.567
2.304
2.107
1.982

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

1.546
1.437
1.191
0.906
0.850

Resistance Levels
2020 peak - 18 March, near 8½ year falling trendline
76.4% retracement of 2.992/1.191 fall
61.8% retracement of 2.992/1.191 fall
18 March 2020 low, gap high, near 50% retracement of 2.992/1.191 fall
15 April 2020 high, gap low
Support Levels
9 April 2020 low
31 March 2020 low
27 March 2020 reaction low, near 11 March 2020 low at 1.164
4 March 2020 low
2020 low – 13 February
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USD/CHF – Choppy, But Failure to Clear 200-Day MA Cautions
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell
• Bullish momentum is starting to dissipate following March’s sharp spike back to .9902
• Repeated failures since 2019 to sustain gains above the 200-Day MA suggests underlying
weakness

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Expected to remain choppy short-term with little directional bias. However, repeated failures
since 2019 to regain the 200-Day MA hint at an eventual continuation lower.
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

1.0237
1.0122
1.0028
.9902
.9797

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

.9503
.9458
.9392
.9353
.9183

Resistance Levels
26 April 2019 high
17 May 2019 high
3 October 2019 high, near 29 November 2019 high at 1.0023
23 March 2020 high
6 April 2020 high
Support Levels
30 March 2020 low
61.8% of .9183-.9902 rally
16 March 2020 low
76.4% of .9183-.9902 rally
9 March 2020 low
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Front Month WTI – 18¼ Year Lows And Risk to 16.70/12.18
Technical Analysis by Ed Blake
•

Extended the long-term downtrend via 29.13 (3 April lower high) to post new 18¼ year
lows

•

Bearish studies/moving averages suggest an initial downside extension to 16.70 (2001
base)

•

Sustained easing would expose the 1998 low at 10.35, which is just above the 1986 base at
9.95

•

Only above the 29.13 lower high would offer relief and target closure of the 36.35/41.05
downside gap

____________________________________________
STRATEGY SUMMARY
Sell into any near-term corrective gains as we await fresh easing to 16.70, perhaps 14.23/12.18.
Stop above 29.13 and reverse on closure of the 36.35/41.05 gap
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R5
R4
R3
R2
R1

43.32
41.05
36.35
33.87
29.13

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

16.70
14.23
12.18
10.35
5.67

Resistance Levels
2 March 2020 former low
6 March 2020 low/gap high
11 March 2020 lower high/gap low
13 March 2020 high
3 April 2020 high
Support Levels
2001 low – 19 November, near 1 June 1999 low at 16.21 and 1 October 1998 high at 16.36
12/15 March 1999 higher lows
1/2 March 1999 higher low
1998 low – 21 Dec, nr 1986 low – 1 April at 9.95 and 1.618x 76.90/42.36 fall off 66.60 at 10.71
1.764 projection of 76.90/42.36 fall from 66.60
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IFI: who we are and how to contact us
Informa Financial Intelligence (IFI), a unit of Informa plc (LSE: INF), provides fund
flows, asset allocation, FX, credit issuance and banking data, quantitative products,
research and analysis to financial institutions - both public and private - around the
world. Our market moving data services include daily, weekly, and monthly equity
and fixed income fund flows and monthly fund allocations by country, sector and
industry.
To find out more:
 financialintelligence.informa.com
 sales.financial@informa.com
This material is provided by Financial Intelligence for the use of the recipient only and is not to be copied or distributed to
any other person. No representation, warranty or undertaking (express or implied) is given and no responsibility is accepted
by Financial Intelligence or any of its affiliates or by any of their respective partners, officers, employees, advisers or agents
for the completeness or accuracy of any information contained in, or of any omissions from, this material or any
supplementary information and any liability in respect of such information or omissions is hereby expressly disclaimed. This
material is not a comprehensive evaluation of the industry, the companies or the securities mentioned, and does not
constitute an offer or a solicitation of an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell securities. All expressions of opinion are
subject to change without notice.
© Informa Business Intelligence, Inc (2020). All rights reserved.
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